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Wound Rotor Induction Generator With Sensorless
Control and Integrated Active Filter for Feeding

Nonlinear Loads in a Stand-Alone Grid
Amit Kumar Jain, Student Member, IEEE, and V. T. Ranganathan, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper describes a vector control scheme for a
stand-alone generator based on a wound rotor induction machine
with rotor side control. The stand-alone generator refers to an
isolated grid feeding a local load. The primary objective of the
control scheme is to maintain constant voltage and frequency at
the output of the generator irrespective of prime mover speed
variation. A novel, simple, and easily implementable sensorless
control scheme is proposed. The issue of power quality, which is
one of the main concerns of a stand-alone generation system, is also
addressed. This is done by incorporating the active filter concept
in the control scheme to cancel significant harmonics. A method
of unit vector generation for field-oriented control is proposed.
A laboratory prototype consisting of back-to-back insulated-gate
bipolar transistor converters and a TMS320F240 DSP controller
is developed. Detailed experimental results are presented which
demonstrate and validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Active filter, doubly fed wound rotor induction
machine, field oriented control, induction generator, sensorless,
stand-alone generators.

NOMENCLATURE

RS Stator resistance.
RR Rotor resistance.
LS Stator inductance.
LR Rotor inductance.
Lfe Input line inductance.
Rfe Input line resistance.
αS Stator phase winding leakage factor.
iSd d-axis stator current.
iSq q-axis stator current.
imS Magnetizing current.
iRd d-axis rotor current.
iRq q-axis rotor current.
ifed d-axis line side converter current.
ifeq q-axis line side converter current.
uSd d-axis stator voltage.
uSq q-axis stator voltage.
uacd d-axis line side converter input voltage.
uacq q-axis line side converter input voltage.
uRd d-axis rotor voltage.
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uRq q-axis rotor voltage.
ufed d-axis line side converter reference voltage.
ufeq q-axis line side converter reference voltage.
ωmS Stator frequency.
ωS Stator frequency.
US Stator voltage.
Uac Grid voltage.
Udc DC link voltage.
idc DC link current.
iL DC link load current.
iLd d-axis nonlinear load current.
iLq q-axis nonlinear load current.
iLdh d-axis harmonic components of load current.
iLqh q-axis harmonic components of load current.
ε Angle between stationary axis and rotor axis.
µ Angle between stationary axis and stator flux axis.
θ Angle between stationary axis and stator voltage axis.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE ARE many load centers that are isolated from
the main utility grid. Some of them are remote villages,

islands, ships, etc. They require isolated electric supply by
means of stand-alone electrical generators to provide for their
local electrical loads. This requirement has led to wide research
on the development of new technologies for stand-alone
generators.

The natural characteristics of nearly all prime movers used
for power generators such as wind turbines, hydro turbines,
diesel engines, etc., reveals that they have a tendency of speed
variation depending on driving torque. Considering the prime
mover characteristics, the wound rotor induction machine with
field-oriented control is very attractive for high performance
variable speed generation application.

In this electric generator configuration, the speed of the prime
mover is allowed to vary within a certain range (subsynchro-
nous and supersynchronous speed) and the output electrical
power is always maintained at a constant voltage and con-
stant frequency by controlling the slip power from the rotor
terminals. Another fundamental feature of this configuration is
that the power converters have to handle only the slip power
and therefore their rating is only a fraction of the total system
power.

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of a stand-alone generating
system with rotor side control. The bidirectional power flow
capability is possible by the use of two back-to-back voltage
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Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of stand-alone generation system with rotor side control.

source inverters with a common capacitive dc link. The con-
verters are referred to as the rotor side converter and line side
converter. The line side converter is also known as the front-end
converter.

The issues which need to be addressed by a stand-alone
generating system are:

1) formation of a local grid and regulation of output voltage
and frequency;

2) unity power factor operation of the generator;
3) operation at subsynchronous and supersynchronous

speed with full torque capability;
4) sensorless operation;
5) improvement of system power quality;
6) methods of providing initial power source for machine

excitation.

A lot of work has been reported on the grid connected
operation of such generators. The grid connected generator
technology [1]–[7] is quite mature and is in wide use today.
However, very little attention has been paid toward the issues
of stand-alone generators. This paper addresses the aforemen-
tioned issues of stand-alone generators.

Some experimental work has been reported for stand-alone
systems [8], [9]. Most of the authors have explained the field-
oriented control strategy for the regulation of stator voltage and
frequency. The stator voltage is regulated indirectly by control-
ling the magnetizing current of the machine, while the stator
frequency is kept constant by impressing proper slip frequency
currents from rotor terminals. All the schemes have used either
speed or position sensor for the control. Recently, work has
been reported which attempted sensorless control of a stand-
alone doubly fed generator [9] based on the model reference
adaptive system observer scheme. The effect of harmonics in
the grid voltages on the control has been studied [8]; however,
not much work has been reported on the compensation of
harmonics.

This paper presents a control scheme which addresses nearly
all the features of the stand-alone generation system mentioned
above [10]. The control scheme has dedicated voltage and
frequency controllers to regulate stator voltage and frequency.
The control scheme proposed is novel and sensorless. It acts
as a part of the frequency loop. The proposed control scheme
also addresses the problem of power quality, which is one of
the main concerns of stand-alone generators, by incorporating
the concept of active filter operation in the control of the
line side converter. The total control scheme has been tested

and experimentally verified in an experimental setup. Detailed
experimental results are presented to demonstrate and validate
the control scheme.

Stand-alone generation systems with multiple energy sources
such as wind/diesel have also been reported subsequent to this
paper [11], [12]. The control methodology described here can
easily find application in such systems also.

This paper is organized as follows: Details of the total exper-
imental setup are given in Section II. Control of the rotor side
converter is described in Section III. This section describes the
field-oriented control strategy of voltage and frequency loops
and inner current control loops. The proposed novel scheme
of sensorless operation is also explained. Control of the line
side converter is described in Section IV. The basic objective
of the line side converter control, i.e., regulation of dc link
voltage and power factor at the grid is explained. This section
also presents the proposed control strategy of the active filter
operation and a novel unit vector generation scheme. Section V
describes the sequence in which converters are operated in
the experimental setup during start up. Section VI presents
the experimental results obtained from the experimental setup.
Section VII concludes this paper. Appendix I gives the details
of the unit vector generation scheme.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The overall experimental setup for the stand-alone gener-
ator is given in Fig. 2. The power hardware circuit consists
of two three-phase insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)
converters with a common capacitive dc link. The convert-
ers are standard 10 kVA pulsewidth modulation (PWM) in-
verters designed and fabricated in the laboratory. The line
side converter is connected to stator terminals of the machine
via a step-down transformer and ac series inductors. For all
the experimental investigations, the dc link voltage is set at1
300 V. The transformer is required to match the voltage between
the dc link and stator terminals. The machine set comprises
of a three-phase wound rotor induction machine coupled to a
separately excited dc machine. The converter of the dc drive
is operated in the torque controlled mode with a voltage limit,
to guard against overspeeding on light or no load. Otherwise
the speed is decided by the electrical load on the grid. The
dc machine is used to emulate variable speed operation of
prime movers. Details and specifications of the machine setup,
converters and other power circuit elements are given in the
Appendix.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Vector diagram of the field oriented control.

Two types of loads are connected at the stator terminals to
emulate different types of loads at the grid. RL load is used
to emulate lagging loads. To emulate nonlinear loads, a diode
bridge with resistive load on the dc side is used.

For the implementation of the proposed control scheme, a TI
TMS320F240 DSP-based digital controller is used. The single
processor is sufficient to execute all the control algorithms of
the line side converter and rotor side converter. The processor
runs at a clock speed of 36 MHz. The sampling time used
in this paper is 84 µs. The switching frequency of the line
side converter and machine side converter is 2.97 kHz. All
programs are written in assembly language to achieve fast, real-
time control. The system is operated at a slip range of ±10%
around synchronous speed.

III. CONTROL OF ROTOR SIDE CONVERTER

The control of the rotor side converter for a doubly fed
wound rotor induction machine using a current-controlled
PWM voltage source converter has been reported widely
[1]–[7]. With a controlled converter at rotor terminals, rotor
currents are controlled in amplitude, frequency, and phase by
applying suitable rotor voltages from the rotor side converter.

Fig. 4. Structure of voltage and frequency control loops.

Fig. 5. Sensorless scheme of slip frequency unit vector generation.

Field-oriented control is applied to achieve fast dynamic
response. The stator flux-oriented frame of reference is used
for decoupling the active and reactive current control loops.
The d-axis is aligned along the grid flux axis, while the
q-axis is aligned along the stator voltage vector leading the
d-axis by 90◦ (Fig. 3). The q-axis current loop controls
the torque of the machine by controlling the active power
flow, while d-axis controls the flux of the machine by control-
ling the reactive power flow.
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Fig. 6. Control block diagram of rotor side converter.

The dynamic equations governing the rotor currents in the
stator flux coordinates [1], [4] are as follows:

σTR
diRd

dt
+ iRd − uRd

RR
= (ωmS − ωe)σTRiRq

− (1 − σ)TR
dimS

dt
(1)

σTR
diRq

dt
+ iRq −

uRq

RR
= −(ωmS − ωe)σTRiRd

− (ωmS − ωe)(1 − σ)TRimS (2)

where TR(= LR/RR) is the electrical time constant of the rotor
circuit and σ(= 1 −(1/(1 + σS)(1 + σR))) is the total leakage
factor of the machine. If the stator resistance drop is ignored,
these can be taken as valid for grid flux also [1].

These equations are used to design the current control
loops. The cross-coupling terms between the d-axis and q-axis
(ωmS − ωe)σLRiRq and (ωmS − ωe)σLRiRd and disturbance
input (ωmS − ωe)(1 − σ)LRimS are cancelled by feedforward
compensation and thereby independent control of d-axis and
q-axis current loops is achieved by adding PI controllers in
the loop.

For the application of stand-alone generators, the broad
objectives of the rotor side converter are:

1) establishment of a local grid;
2) regulation of voltage and frequency;
3) reference generation for active (q) component of rotor

current;
4) sensorless control.

Fig. 7. Vector diagram of line side converter.

Fig. 8. Unit vector generation scheme.

To achieve the aforementioned objectives, a control strategy is
proposed and will be described below. The core current loops
will remain as mentioned earlier.
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Fig. 9. Control block diagram of line side converter.

A. Reference Generation for q-Axis Rotor Current Loop

The active component iSq of the stator current is measured;
the reference for the q component of the rotor current is set
using

iRq = −(1 + σS)iSq. (3)

B. Design of Voltage Loop

The stator voltage is regulated by controlling the magnitude
of the stator flux. The magnetizing current vector (imS) re-
sponsible for producing the stator flux is regulated to control
the stator voltage magnitude. The equations governing the
dynamics and steady state of the magnetizing current are

TS
dimS

dt
+ imS = (1 + σS)

uSd

RS
+ iRd (4)

imS = (1 + σS)iSd + iRd. (5)

The total magnetizing current, imS, of the machine is sup-
plied from the rotor side converter by d-axis rotor current
iRd. This is required as there is no initial grid. An external
voltage loop is added such that the stator voltage is regulated by
controlling the magnitude of imS through d-axis current control
loop. The structure of the voltage control loop is shown in
Fig. 4(a). The magnetizing current imS controls the magnitude
of uSq component of stator voltage which is leading it by 90◦.

In the implementation, the stator voltage is also compensated
against reactive load by feedback of iSd as shown in Fig. 4(a).
It is subtracted from the i∗mS according to (5).

Alternatively, it is also possible to compensate the load
reactive power through the line side converter, so that the stator
operates at unity power factor.

C. Estimation of Grid Frequency and Design of
Frequency Loop

A dedicated frequency loop is used to regulate the grid
frequency. Frequency reference command is nominal grid
frequency.

Actual stator frequency is estimated using the feedback of the
stator line to line voltages. Initially, unit vectors are generated
using a unit vector generation scheme (Appendix I). With
the information of unit vectors, the actual grid frequency is
estimated using the following equation:

ωmS = cos(θ)
d

dt
sin(θ) − sin(θ)

d

dt
cos(θ). (6)

Because the unit vectors are generated from a stored sine
table with an output low pass filter (LPF) filter, the differential
terms do not contribute to any noise. However, an LPF is used
(corner frequency = 100 Hz) with the estimated grid frequency
to suppress high-frequency noise.
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Fig. 10. Arrangement of experimental setup.

The corrective action is taken by the PI controller. The output
of the controller is the slip frequency command. This is the
frequency at which the rotor voltage needs to be applied from
the rotor side converter to maintain constant stator frequency.
The control structure is shown in Fig. 4(b).

The prime mover speed variation is sensed indirectly in this
scheme. Variation in prime mover speed will reflect in variation
in grid frequency for a constant rotor frequency. The difference
in frequency is sensed and corrective action is taken by the
controller to bring back the stator frequency to the nominal set
value.

D. Sensorless Operation

A novel scheme of sensorless operation is proposed. It is a
part of the frequency loop. With this scheme, unit vectors are
generated at slip frequency (ωmS − ωe).

Slip frequency command (ωmS − ωe) available at the out-
put of the frequency controller is integrated to get slip angle
information (µ − ε). Using the sine lookup table and slip
angle information, unit vectors corresponding to slip angle and
slip frequency can be generated. The unit vectors sin(µ − ε)
and cos(µ − ε) are sufficient to implement the complete field-
oriented control and no separate speed or position sensors are
required for the control scheme. Thus, this scheme works as a
sensorless drive. The scheme is shown in Fig. 5.

E. Control Block Diagram

The complete schematic block diagram of the proposed
control scheme for the rotor side converter is shown in Fig. 6.

IV. CONTROL OF LINE SIDE CONVERTER

The objectives of the line side converter control in the stand-
alone generator application are:

1) regulation of dc link voltage;
2) clean unit vector generation;
3) improved power quality of the generation system by

active filter control.

The line side converter is a current controlled voltage source
converter. The principle of field-oriented control is used to
achieve high dynamic response. The line currents are controlled
in the rotating frame of reference attached to the stator voltage

Fig. 11. Stator voltage buildup by feeding dc current from the rotor side
converter (start up procedure).

vector. The q-axis is aligned along the stator voltage vector,
while d-axis is lagging it by 90◦ to maintain compatibility with
the rotor side converter control (Fig. 7).

A. Voltage and Current Loop

The equations governing the dynamics of line currents in the
q-axis and d-axis [1], [4] are

Tfe
difeq
dt

+ ifeq = −ufeq

Rfe
+

uacq

Rfe
− ωSTfeifed (7)

Tfe
difed
dt

+ ifed = −ufed

Rfe
+ ωSTfeifeq (8)

where Tfe(= Lfe/Rfe) is the time constant of line filter
impedance.

These equations are used to design inner current control
loops. The d- and q-axis current loops responses are made
independent by canceling the cross-coupling terms (ωSLfeifed
and ωSLfeifeq) and disturbance input (uacq) by introducing
feedforward compensation in the loops. The control is achieved
by adding a PI controller in the loops.

The equation governing the dynamics of the dc link is given
by the following equation:

C
dudc

dt
=

(
2
3

) (
uacq

udc

)
ifeq − iL. (9)

In the above equation, the load current iL acts as a disturbance
input and is compensated using feedforward cancellation. The
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Fig. 12. Responses of the different loops during transition to main control scheme. (a) Stator voltage magnitude loop response during transition. (b) q-axis rotor
current loop response. (c) d-axis rotor current loop response. (d) Stator frequency loop response. (e) Stator voltage and current during transition. (f) Unit vectors
and slip angle generation scheme.

Fig. 13. Performance of the loops during step change in load and for speed variations around synchronous speed. (a) Stator voltage magnitude loop response
during step change in load. (b) Stator frequency loop response during step change in load. (c) q-axis rotor current loop response around synchronous speed.
(d) d-axis rotor current loop response around synchronous speed. (e) Unit vector and slip angle variation around synchronous speed. (f) Steady-state response of
stator voltage and stator current.

PI voltage controller is added external to q-axis current loop to
regulate the dc link voltage.

B. Unit Vector Generation

Unit vectors aligned to the stator voltage are required for
transformations to implement field-oriented control. Generation
of unit vectors from the stator voltages is sensitive to the quality
of the voltage waveforms. For grid connected systems, grid

voltages are rigid with less distortion. However, for stand-
alone generators, different types of loads on the established
grid affect the stator voltage waveform directly and lead to
distortion frequently. Therefore, the conventional method of
low-pass filter/integration of stator voltages to generate unit
vectors cannot be used for stand-alone generators.

In this control scheme, a novel method is proposed which
combines zero crossing detection (ZCD) method with low-pass
filter for generation of unit vectors. In this scheme, only the zero
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crossings of the stator voltages are detected and no information
relating to the wave-shape of the voltage is required. Using
this information with sine table, unit vectors are generated
at nominal grid frequency. To remove any glitches near zero
crossings, these unit vectors are further integrated by a low-pass
filter with further normalization and phase compensation. The
cutoff frequency ωc of the low-pass filter is equal to the nominal
grid frequency. Fig. 8 describes the scheme of unit vector
generation. A detailed scheme is explained in Appendix I.

C. Active Filter for Improving Power Quality

In the stand-alone generator system, maintaining the power
quality of the grid is one of the main concerns. The system,
by itself, acts as a local grid; therefore, nonlinear loads affect
the power quality of the established grid at the stator terminals
directly.

To address this issue and to compensate for the undesir-
able harmonics drawn by nonlinear loads, a control scheme is
proposed. In this scheme, the concept of shunt active filter is
incorporated with the line side converter control.

The shunt active filter [13]–[16] is based on the principle of
injection of load harmonic current from the line side converter.
In the present scheme, synchronous reference frame (SRF)
method is used for extraction of harmonic components from
nonlinear load currents. The SRF scheme is described in Fig. 9.
In this scheme, load currents are measured and harmonics
components are extracted in d−q frame attached to the stator
voltages. In synchronous d−q frame, the fundamental positive
sequence components are dc and all harmonic components are
ac. A high-pass filter realization is used to extract ac harmonic
components. The corner frequency of the low-pass filter is 2 Hz.

The extracted q-axis and d-axis harmonic of load compo-
nents (iLdh and iLqh) are subtracted from the actual q-axis and
d-axis line current references (i∗fed and i∗feq) of the line side
converter control. Now, the harmonic current demanded by the
load is supplied by the line side converter rather than the stator
current. Therefore, the stator current and stator voltage will
have good sinusoidal wave-shape with low harmonic content.

D. Control Block Diagram of Line Side Converter

The complete schematic control block diagram of the line
side converter is shown in Fig. 9.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP—OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE

A simple experimental setup is used to demonstrate and val-
idate the control scheme. This is shown in Fig. 10. Stand-alone
generators require an external power source for excitation of the
machine during start up. In the experimental setup, switches S1,
S2, and S3 will be initially open. The dc bus for the rotor side
converter is then charged by an arrangement of uncontrolled
rectifier and utility three-phase grid supply (by closing switch
S1). First, the rotor side converter control is released with
a soft start-up procedure and a local grid is formed at the
stator terminals. It is followed by the release of the line side
converter control with the available grid to create a regulated dc
at the output of the line side converter. This dc voltage itself

Fig. 14. Extraction of harmonic components of load current by SRF method.
(a) Fundamental and harmonic components of load current. (b) Harmonic
component of load current in q-axis and d-axis.

is then used to drive the rotor side converter (switch S2 is
closed first and then switch S3 is closed after some time). The
bridge rectifier arrangement is then removed form the setup (by
opening the switch S1). Afterward, the system operates on its
own in stand-alone mode (now the switch S4 is closed).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results demonstrating the transient and steady-
state performance of the control scheme for the rotor side
converter and line side converter are presented in this section.

A. Rotor Side Converter Control—Start-Up Procedure

A soft start-up procedure is followed to build up the stator
voltage in a smooth manner and to avoid undesirable transients.
Initially, a constant dc voltage is applied from the rotor ter-
minals using the rotor side converter. With the prime mover
in rotation, the induction machine will act as a synchronous
generator. Voltages are established at stator terminals whose
magnitude and frequency is proportional to the rotor speed.

After a delay the actual control scheme is released for the
rotor side converter. With the measurement of stator voltage
and frequency the initial error is known. This enables suitable
corrective action by means of voltage and frequency controllers
and thus avoids any transients at start up.
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Fig. 15. Compensation of harmonics components of load current using active filter control and THD measurement. (a) Line current and stator current without
compensation. (b) Line current and stator current with compensation. (c) Stator voltage and stator current without compensation. (d) Stator voltage and stator
current with compensation. (e) FFT of stator current without compensation. (f) FFT of stator current with compensation.

Fig. 16. Performance analysis of the active filter operation using THD mea-
surement. (a) FFT of stator voltage without compensation. (b) FFT of stator
voltage with compensation.

Fig. 11 shows the smooth build up of the voltage at the
stator when a constant dc rotor current is applied from the rotor
terminals.

B. Rotor Side Converter Control—Performance of Different
Loops During Transition to Main Control

The response of the different loops during changeover to the
main control scheme after the start-up process are shown in
Fig. 12(a)–(f). The response of the stator voltage magnitude
loop is shown in Fig. 12(a). The response of the q-axis current
loop, d-axis current loop, and frequency loop are shown in
Fig. 12(b)–(d), respectively. All these figures also show the
stator voltage and rotor current.

Fig. 12(e) shows the stator voltage and stator current during
transition to actual control. It can be observed that there is
no voltage or current spike. Fig. 12(f) shows the unit vector
generation and slip angle of the sensorless scheme.

Fig. 12(a)–(f) show results pertaining to transition from dc
excitation to the control of the frequency. The shaft speed
during transition is 1550 r/min. During these experiments,
the electrical load on the grid is negligible apart from the
magnetizing current of the transformer connected to the line
side converter. Rotor current is dominantly reactive required for
magnetizing the induction machine.

C. Rotor Side Converter Control—Performance During Step
Change in Load at the Grid

The response of the voltage magnitude and frequency loop
during step change of the load at the grid is shown in Fig. 13(a)
and (b). The variation of load change is from 25% to 50% of
the motor rated torque and vice versa. The nature of the load is
predominantly R with very little inductance. In the case of RL
load, the reactive power drawn from the stator (proportional to
iSd) is compensated with adjustment in iRd to keep grid voltage
constant (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 17. Generation of unit vectors from ZCD method.

D. Rotor Side Converter Control—Performance Around the
Synchronous Speed and Steady State Response

The transient performance of the loops for variation of the
prime mover speed from subsynchronous speed to supersyn-
chronous speed and vice versa is shown in Fig. 13(c)–(e). It
can be noticed that transient performance is smooth. The stator
voltage and stator current at steady state are shown in Fig. 13(f).

The variation of speed change is from around 1350 r/min
to around 1650 r/min (i.e., close to ±10% variation). This
is confirmed from the rotor current frequency which has a
variation of around ±5 Hz. The speed is changed by varying
the voltage limits of the controlled drive for the dc machine.

E. Line Side Converter Control—Extraction of Harmonic
Component of Load Current

The harmonic components are extracted using the SRF
scheme. Fig. 14(a) shows the measured load current iL1 with
its fundamental component (iLf1) and harmonic component
(iLh1). The harmonic current components iLqh and iLdh ex-
tracted by filtering in the synchronous frame of reference are
shown in Fig. 14(b). The nonlinear load is a rectifier feeding a
predominantly R load with low inductance value.

F. Line Side Converter Control—Active Filter Compensation
of Harmonic Load Current

Fig. 15(a) shows the waveform of the stator current and line
side converter current without active filter compensation. The
line side converter current is sinusoidal without active filter ac-
tion. It can be observed that the stator current waveform is dis-
torted as it has to supply the harmonic components of the load.

Fig. 15(b) shows the stator current and line side converter
current with active filter action incorporated in line side con-
verter control. Now, the line side converter supplies the har-
monic component of the load current and therefore the stator
current is nearly sinusoidal with lower harmonic content.

Fig. 15(c) and (d) shows the waveform of the stator line
to line voltage and stator current without compensation and
with compensation, respectively. As the waveform shows line
to line voltage URY rather than URN (URY leads the URN by
30◦), the voltage is leading the current iS1 by 30◦. The actual
phase to neutral voltage URN is nearly in unity power factor
to current iS1 as the load is dominantly R load [similar to
Fig. 13(f)].

G. Line Side Converter Control—Performance Analysis
Through Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) Measurement

Performance improvement is measured using THD calcula-
tion. The Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the stator current
and stator voltage without and with compensation is shown in
Figs. 15(e) and (f) and 16(a) and (b), respectively. The THD of
the stator current is improved from 8.32% to 6.63%, while the
THD of the stator voltage is improved from 3.05% to 2.57%.

VII. CONCLUSION

A vector control scheme for stand-alone generators based on
a wound rotor induction machine with rotor side control has
been developed. The objectives of the stand-alone generator
such as establishment of a local grid and regulation of its
voltage and frequency are achieved using a novel and simple
sensorless scheme. The active filter concept is added in the
control scheme of the line side converter to improve power
quality. Detailed experimental results are presented which val-
idate and demonstrate the performance and features of the
control scheme.

APPENDIX I
DETAILS OF UNIT VECTOR GENERATION SCHEME

In this scheme, the unit vectors required for transformations
and estimation of grid frequency are generated using feedback
of line to line voltages URY and UYB.

Initially, R-phase to neutral voltage is calculated using URY

and UYB as

URN =
1
3
(2URY + UYB). (10)

The positive zero crossing of URN is sensed for generation
of angle variation information θ1 from 0◦ to 360◦ [Fig. 17].
Since there is a frequency control loop, the stator frequency is
always controlled to be at nominal grid frequency, i.e., 50 Hz.
This is taken advantage of in generating the angle θ1. Using
the stored sine table, the θ1 information is converted to sine
and cosine unit vectors, such that cos(θ1) is in phase with
URN and sin(θ1) is lagging −90◦ to URN. There may be a
few glitches in the unit vectors near the zero crossing due to
noise in the signal and due to small frequency variations. To
eliminate these glitches, an LPF is used. The inclusion of a
low-pass filter creates attenuation and phase shift but these are
suitably compensated.
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In this scheme, two low-pass filters are used whose cor-
ner frequency is equal to the nominal grid frequency. The
attenuation and phase shift generated from each LPF is 1/

√
2

and −45◦, respectively. Thus, the total attenuation and phase
shift due to two LPFs will be 1/2 and −90◦, respectively. The
attenuation is compensated by introducing a gain of 2. The
−90◦ phase lag is taken care of by using outputs as − cos(θ)
and sin(θ) as shown in Fig. 17.

APPENDIX II
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

WRIM Specification

3 KW, 415 V, 50 Hz, 4 pole, 3 phase, NGEF make

STATOR : 415 V,∆ connected, 7.2 A.

ROTOR : 415 V, Y connected, 6.6 A.

RS = 1.557 ohms, RR = 2.62 ohms,

LS = LR = 195 mH and LO = 177 mH.

Power Converters

1200 V, 50 A SEMIKRON IGBT (SKM12350GB).

DC link Capacitor = 2000 µF.

Transformer

2 kVA, 3 phase, 50 Hz, 415 V/125 V.

AC Side Inductor

Inductor value = 17 mH.

DC Machine

5.6 KW, 1500 r/min, Separately Excited Machine.
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